Textile

TEXLUBE K

Premium grade easy wash knitting oil

PRODUCT PROFILE
-

Texlube K is a unique blend of hydro cracked base stocks and
carefully selected wetting and detergent additives. Superior
additivation coupled with its lower surface tension helps to
dissipate the heat quickly to avoid oil oxidation and needle
marks on the fabric.

-

Best suited for circular and flat knitting operation
Can be used for uniwave and pulsonic distribution system.
Compatible with electronic actuators, seals & plastic.

-

Keeps the fabric free from stain due to its fine dispersion
and balanced formulary of hydrophilic and liphophilic
additive nature
Reduces machine wear and breakdown by its superior
load carrying and lubricating ability
Eliminate irregular dye patches on the fabric when
exposed to day light due to its specialty light fastness
character
Enhances the life of accessories due to its inert nature to
rubber, plastic and electronic objects
Avoids usage of different viscosity product on varied
climatic condition due to better viscosity temperature
behavior

APPLICATIONS

ADVANTAGES

-

-

Typical Characteristics
Appearance
Density at 29.5C
Flash point, COC, ºC
Viscosity @ 40 c, cSt
Cold Washability

Reference
Methods
Visual
ASTM 1298
ASTM D 92
ASTM D 445
Internal

Texlube K 22

Texlube K 32

Clear, colourless
liquid
0.856
172
21.5
Passes

Clear, colourless
liquid
0.862
188
31.8
Passes

Above characteristics are mean values given as an information.
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